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Looking for Sales Promotion? imagink.co.uk is a leading provider of design and printing services in
the UKâ€“ Visit our website today for more information on our Point of Sale products!

Whatâ€™s the best way to reach out to new customers and secure their custom in the future?  One
highly effective way is to run a Sales Promotion that actively targets your chosen audience.  A Sales
Promotion can work in many ways and the main aim is to boost the number of products that you sell
whilst endorsing your name within the market sector.  Get the Sales Promotion right and use a
wealth of Point of Sale displays to get the message across and it can be hugely profitable for the
company.

One of the most obvious ways to run a Sales Promotion is to discount the prices of your goods and
this can highly useful in the short term although care must be taken when discounting goods due to
a dip in profits.

Other ways to run a Sales Promotion

Quite a number of stores offer their customers little incentives as part of their Sales Promotion.  This
can include little â€˜giveawaysâ€™ that accompany the main product, for example, you could advertise a
free gift at your Point of Sale that comes with a main purchase and this would make a popular type
of Sales Promotion.   Plus buy one get one free offers are other useful ways to attract customer
attention they can work well when used as a Sales Promotion within a host of retail environments.

Whichever type of Sales Promotion the store decides to run it has to be a calling to action for the
customer. By design the promotion has to work by ensuring that more people make in-store
purchases.     

How to make your Sales Promotion stand out

Of course, thereâ€™s not much point in running a Sales Promotion if customers donâ€™t know about it. 
This is where modern marketing techniques come in handy like leaflet distribution and store audits
are useful ways to decide which level of Point of Sale advertising is required.

Get the message out the masses that you are running a Sale Promotion and hopefully more foot
traffic should enter your store.

You can reach out to new customers and retain customers of old using a proven Sales Promotion
method and by using lively and attractive marketing materials youâ€™ll actively endorse your products
and your brands at the same time.     
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Looking for a Sales Promotion? imagink.co.uk is a leading provider of design and printing services
in the UKâ€“ Visit our website today for more information on our a Point of Sale products!
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